DIRT DELIVERY PROCESS:

**STEP 1: TAKE ORDER**
Order materials online. Select the Orange Button to access order form. Place order. Delivery is in 2 – 4 days. Dispatch office will contact you by the next business day.

**STEP 2: DELIVERY**
Dirt Connections will handle all of the delivery logistics and transport the fill dirt directly to your site so you won’t lose time or effort on finding dirt.

**STEP 3: DIRT REMOVAL**
If you have excess fill dirt after the delivery, just give us a call and we will handle all facets of dirt removal, including hauling and dumping.

**STEP 4: CLOSE OUT**
Given that we are available after the delivery, Dirt Connections will be happy to help with the rest of your project to ensure it goes as smoothly as possible!

PREPARATION CHECKLIST:

- **CALCULATE**
  Determine how much fill dirt you will need (rectangular projects - length * width * height; circular projects - 3.142 * radius * radius * depth)

- **ESTIMATE**
  Determine how many truckloads of fill dirt you will need on estimate after calculating (1 truckload is approx. 10-12 cubic yards)

- **CLOSE SITE**
  If you are in a busy commercial or crowded residential area, consider marking the construction area with orange flagging tape.

FILL DIRT DELIVERY BENEFITS:  

- We know the exact amount and type of dirt needed
- We can provide all material needs for a safe project
- We remove the hassle of the customer transporting fill dirt
- Fill dirt is the best for building foundations, grading your land, and much more

ONE (1) TRUCKLOAD = 10 TO 12 CUBIC YARDS